
IN THE CLAIMS

Please amend the claims to read as follows

;

Listing of Claims

1 . (Currently Amended) An OFDM-CDM^-based transmission

apparatus comprising

:

a first spreader for carrying out Spreading processing on

that spreads a plurality of transmission signals using mutually

different spreading codes;

a second spreader for carrying/ out spreading processing on

that spreads at least one known signal using a spreading code

different from the spreading qpdjfs used to spread the

transmission sicmals ; and

a transmitter for sTibj^^etiAg the signals spread by said

first spreader and said seconA spreader to that freqpiency

division multiplexing multipylexes the transmission signals after

being spread by said first ^preader and the known signal after

being spread by said second spreader using a plurality of

carriers and transmitting transmits the multiplexed signal.

2 . (Currently Amended) The OFDM-CDMA-based transmission

apparatus according to claim 1 , wherein the known signal spread

by said second spreader carries out spreading processing on a



known signal whoae signal level ia has a hygher signal level than

the levels of a the plurality of transmission signals.

3 . (Currently Amended) An OFDMV^MA-based reception

apparatus comprising: /

a receiver that receives a mul/tiplexed signal for receiving

the signal on which a plurality of transmission signals and at

least one known signal are spreaoling spread

.

using mutually

different spreading codes, and frequency-division multiplexed

using a plurality of carriers^

a first demodulator tnaty for extracting each reception

signal by carrying out dMprjkading processing on a received

signal of the plurality of transmission signals , despreads

information within the multiplexed signal, using a predetermined

spreading code correspondgng to the respective transmission

signal, to extract a received version of the transmission signal ;

a second demodulator for carrying out despreading processing

on the received signal / that despreads information within the

multiplexed signal

,

using a spreading code assigned to the known

signal , to extract a /received version of the and thereby

extracting a receivep known signal

;
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a phase error detector for detecting that detects a residual

phase error using the known signal and the received version of

the known signal; and /

a phase compensator for carrying jSjut ^hat phase compensation

on the each reception compensates the redeived version of each

transmission signal using the residual phase error.

4 . (Currently Amended) A communication terminal apparatus

equipped with an OFDM-CDMA-based transmission apparatus and an

OFDM-CDMA-based reception apparatus/ said OFDM-CDMA-based

transmission apparatus comprising:/

a first spreader for earryyiq out spreading processing on

that spreads a plurality of transmZs s

i

on data signals using

mutually different spreadingAcaaes

;

a second spreader for earyying out spreading processing on

that spreads at least one first known signal using a spreading

code different from the spreading codes used to spread the data

signals ; and /

a transmitter for svibifeeting the signals spread by said

first spreader and said second spreader to that freqpaency

division multiplexing muliciplexes the data signals after being

spread by said first spreader and the first known signal after

being spread by said second spreader using a plurality of
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carriers and tranami11ing transmits the multiplyexed signal as a

first multiplexed signal ,

said 0FDM-CDM2^-based reception apparatu^ comprising:

a receiver that receives a second^ multiplexed signal for

receiving the signal on which a plurality of transmission signals

and at least one second known signal are spreading spread

,

using

mutually different spreading codes, and frequency-division

multiplexed using a plurality of carriers;

a first demodulator that, for extracting each reception

signal by carrying out despreading processing on a received

signal of the plurality of transmissifen signals, despreads

information within the second multjgpfeexed signal, using a

predetermined spreading code correUpQnd±nQ to the respective

transmission signal , to extract a /received version of the

transmission signal ;

a second demodulator for cjtrrying out despreading processing

on the received signal that despreads information within the

second multiplexed signal

,

usflLng a spreading code assigned to the

second known signal , to extract a received version of the and

thereby extracting a reeei^d second known signal;

a phase error detector for detecting that detects a residual

phase error using the second known signal and the received

version of the second known signal; and
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a phase compensator for carrying out that: phase compensation

on the each reception compensates the received version of each

transmission signal using the residual phase error.

5 . (Currently Amended) A base station apparatus that

carries out a radio communication with/a communication terminal

apparatus equipped with an OFDM-CDMA-based transmission apparatus

and an OFDM-CDMA-based reception appyaratus, said OFDM-CDMA-based

transmission apparatus comprising:

a first spreader for earryinq out spreading processing on

that spreads a plurality of trel^^Lss

i

on data signals using

mutually different spreading cL

a second spreader for eari^ing out spreading proceissing on

that spreads at least one first known signal using a spreading

code different from the spreading codes used to spread the data

signals ; and

a transmitter for subj^ecting the signals spread by said

first spreader and said syfecond spreader to that frecpiency

division multiplexing miigtiplexes the data signals after being

spread by said first si/reader and the first known signal after

being spread by said second spreader using a plurality of

carriers and transmitting transmits the multiplexed signal as a

first multiplexed signal ,



said OFDM-CDMZV-based reception apparatus/ comprising:

a receiver that receives a second multi/plexed signal for

receiving the signal on which a plurality ©f transmission signals

and at least one second known signal are spreading spread

.

using

mutually different spreading codes , and frequency-division

multiplexed using a plurality of carriers;

a first demodulator that, for extracting each reception

signal by carrying out despreading pyoeessing on a received

signal of the plurality of transmission signals, despreads

information within the second multiplexed signal, using a

predetermined spreading code q^yresponding to the respective

transmission signal, to extr< received version of the

transmission signal ;

a second demodulator for

/

carrying out despreading processing

on the received signal that Aespreads information within the

second multiplexed signal , Aising a spreading code assigned to the

second known signal , to extract a received version of the and

thereby extracting a received second known signal;

a phase error detector for detecting that detects a residual

phase error using the second known signal and the received

version of the second /known signal; and
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a phase compensator for carrying out that phase compensation

on the each reception compensates the received version of each

transmission signal using the residual pha^e error,

6. (Currently Amended) A transmisibion method comprising :

first spreading step of carrying odt spreading processing on

a plurality of transmission signals u^ng mutually different

spreading codes;

second spreading step of carrying out spreading processing

ott at least one known signal using /a spreading code different

from the spreading codes used ty/^pread the plurality of

transmission signals ; and

transmitting step of sxiHjqfeting the signals spread by said

first spreading step and said /second spreading step to frequency

division multiplexing^ using /a plurality of carriers . the

plurality of spread transmission signals and the spread known

signal and transmitting the multiplexed signal

.

7. (Currently Amendfed) A reception method comprising:

receiving step of receiving -Wte a multiplexed signal on

which a plurality of transmission signals and at least one known

signal are spreading spread

,

using mutually different spreading
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codes, and frequency-division multiplexed usi^g a plurality of

carriers ;

first demodulating step of extracting/ each reception signal

by carrying out despreading. for each bWthe plurality of

transmission signals, infonaation within the multiplexed signal,

using a spreading code corresponding no the respective

transmission signal , to extract a received version of the

transmission signal processing on a/ received signal using a

predetermined spreading code;

second demodulating step /carrying out despreading

information within the multipffea&d signal, using a spreading code

assigned to the known signal ^^^o extract a received version of

the known signal processing ori the received signal using a

spreading code assigned to tne known signal and thereby

extracting a received known / signal ;

phase error detecting / step of detecting a residual phase

error using the known signal and the received version of the

known signal; and

phase compensating /step of carrying out phase compensation

on the each reception signal the received version of each

transmi ssion signal using the residual phase error.
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